
I WANT A LONG HOT WIND AND A DREAM 

 

 

Pillows and paper books and statues 

An unwinded rain gathers fabric for repose 

Themselves envious of my stricture 

The upright head in stays 

 

My ears they're glass 

"A vagina would flare to a moan" 

Yet flare to the crickets,  their sounds 

Of air deep in my cheek loosed when I yawn 

 

I want a long hot wind,  an etude 

Under the eaves for salted transport corks 

In broods of Lesbian splay 

Towing codes of lust and frankness 

To the straits of my junctioned nerves aground 

 

   



THE DAY BEFORE FINISHING 

 

 

Available to fogs and a nickel of night 

tacked on the nation's face 

one into the other we lingering emulate 

plot and prose met in a similarity 

that probably is old age 

"will I be very busy then?" 

all I have known to be previous 

in these coastal years says so yes 

 

the jar as-fixed at the diminuendo's sigh 

(in 158 pages I've yet to call them legs) 

it ravishes a constant thread 

which from who knows what affection 

I have taken to attract the evening 

 

a commentary of lights across the ceiling 

finds a eupnea we cannot afford 

(all promised quirks to lose their signatures) 

and ever day while you are gone 

the view licks at my neck perfectly 

an unavoidable goodness situates me 

in porticos with music I purposely 

disremember to you your wronging lovely eye 

 

yet (FINISHING) now I've done it 

yet the goosebumps are as right as the encore 

everybody goes on admitting 

they are talking when they're talking 

never stopping where they should 

getting away from nothing but knowledge 

I mean take me home and all devices 

are a necktie abandoned to a fun 

neither yours nor mine 



TIME 

 

 

Few skins so fallen to murders 

hope's final breath smelling like ice 

nothing anticipated, put to its numbers 

you blink when the candle blinks 

 

how could I think this intimacy! 

 

there is a nose too on our systems touching 

melting in the fable of the year two thousand 

a flame becomes the hammer to the fable 

of the year nineteen sixty-six 

 

blink! blink! blink! no longer motive 

in necessity.  we have a book to write 

there, we ought to write it 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



METHODE CHAMPENOISE  
  for Grace Murphy 
 
A piece of Brooklyn sky 

over President Street. Smoke 

the same cigarettes as she does  ̶ 

Let's get married! 

                             "Come on," 

says the record, "and dream." 

(Tom Waits) "What you 

gonna do when the well runs dry?" 

says my record. 

 

But I remember my cut of sky 

in the window of a Reseda, Cal. bedroom 

at which I long and often gazed  ̶ 

no dreaming  ̶  plain picturing 

just this  ̶  Méthode Champenoise, 

still early in the summer. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



LILLIAN DUNLOP 

 

 

"Don't come over all difficult 

at me now. You see, 

I'm about to carry on. 

And I think about my whereabouts, 

you know, like anybody else. 

I'm at twenty-first street now   ̶ 

thanks for asking   ̶ 

but I've always been somewhere about here . . . 

And last night the lady got there 

she says to me, 'You've got 

liquor on your breath!' Now . . . 

I mean to say! Wouldn't you? 

I've been married forty-two years now, 

and eight, no, nine months ago 

he leaves, my husband leaves . . . 

And since that time   ̶ 

I just heard   ̶ 

since then he's had two coronaries. 

Now, what's that tell you? 

That's what I asked his sister. 

Sure I did. 

Thanks for asking. 

My husband had a car he called "El Gato" 

back when I first knew him. 

We weren't Mexican or Spanish 

or anything like that 

but that's what he called it. 

Jesus, I hated that car!" 

 

 

 

 

 



SWAY 

 

 

Thee never made sway enormous 

When though-gutless-yet-lovely 

Thee put the music on 

And the young ones, of whose number 

You weren't, all danced the old dance 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



A LETTER 

 

 

When my time was mine we 

Undressed one another and that way knocked 

Neighbors home the only clumsiness in your house 

 

500 miles $ 12 leaving my nights' 

Spain of sky 55 minutes fuddled below 

 

A lack of accidents over that plate 

 

The heat was fiction ! 

And San Francisco smuggled me 

An open window,  a child's elastic midnight 

Scribing equations: inclination & weather 

A foreshadowed Fire Island and lacks 

Yet so naked aloof,  we fault it 

All to time and adore it 

Merkel's discs on the lobes of necessity 

 

When did I stop talking ? 

When dawn shuffled the map and all mayors 

Were acquitted of spoof.  You never 

Told me what you left 

And now I'm sick too meet them 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



THE BEST OF THE SOIL IN ITS BIGGEST APPLE 

 

 

Gladly smothered in windows 

the winds at them like a a fracas of theologies 

hyperventilating the behaving street 

 

Being for the first time somewhere I shouldn't 

but meaningful,  converse 

in a wallop I easily see what 

of a miracle I can relish 

blind to the particular,  the capability of 

illusion exactly the size of the earth 

destroyed in the nightmare of a grape 

 

Girls and children,  the street,  the red-faced 

Russians of the block,  fondling piroshkis 

or Mexicans off at a row's end 

panting in leather aprons of gossip 

scraping hashish off in a bucket 

 

Impossible 

 

Where I am in spite of conscience 

is still here,  but I am glad 

it is still too big to swallow 

too small to address or get rained on 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



HALF A WESTERN 

 

 

1 

 

The sleeping seal of trees 

lying on a ridge behind me 

O contemporary windows 

Married and moved to it her lips 

divorce becoming the koala of my plate 

 

The aging is three flights down 

bracing for tourists four maybe five 

years off.  BROKEN COOKIES 33¢ lb 

FUNNY HATS and they sell old glasses 

with no control over their suggestions 

 

When five and again when six comes 

everybody just yells a name and 

walks upstairs swinging keys 

Myself,  Buzz Sawyer,  Beetle Bailey 

we bother the breezes for the coat of RJ Reynolds 

 

The mystery of me is mine 

the book no one knows I'm writing 

Times with all my heart I wish it showed 

 

2 

 

JIMMY'S NOOK,  some stairs,  a giggling girl 

(the graveyard),  a crescendo,  one door 

 

3 

 

Regrouped the funnies minus me 

yellow in a stairwell wrestling 



like Bedouins in a sandbox of dead Bedouins 

 

They've built a tower to ashame the seal 

and planes blinking on the nose red 

and the planes answer in blue 

So many Dramamine,  not so much Valium 

the Lik-m-Ades of MeNotLoving 

CUT (or the other way around)  CUT  CUT ! ! 

(I'm--)  HE'S EATING HIS TACO WITH A FORK ! ! 

(but can only compensate with an Italian 

who probably wouldn't wait anyway)  MORE  DIALOGUE ! 

 

 

 

        Steve Carey 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


